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Abstract – In this paper, a Levy-type solution based on the modified couple stress theory is developed to
study the buckling behaviors of micro-plates. Based on this theory, length scale parameter is considered
to capture the size effect of rectangular micro-plates. Minimum potential energy and adjacent-equilibrium
criteria are exploited to obtain the stability equations and corresponding boundary conditions. Different
boundary conditions with two opposite edges simply supported and arbitrary boundary conditions along
the other edges are considered. To illustrate the new model, both uniaxial and biaxial loads are applied and
the critical buckling loads are defined for over a wide range of thickness, different length scale parameters
and various boundary conditions. To show the accuracy of the formulations, present results are compared
with available results in literature for specific cases and a very good agreement is observed. Results reveal
that the critical buckling load increases as the length scale parameter increases especially when the thickness
of the micro-plates becomes in order of length scale parameter and this effect is more significant for free
boundary condition.
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1 Introduction

Micro and nano structures such as micro-beams and
micro-plates are extensively used in micro and nano
electro-mechanical systems (MEMS and NEMS) [1, 2].
Atomic and molecular models can be used to study the
mechanical analysis of micro and nano structures; how-
ever, they are more complex and expensive than contin-
uum models, which can provide a much simpler approach.
In the classical continuum theories as an assumption
that material distribution is continuously throughout the
body, mechanical behaviors of materials could not be pre-
cisely predicted due to the lack of material size-effects.
The small length scale theories such as nonlocal elastic-
ity theory [3, 4], surface elasticity [5] and couple stress
theory [6,7] have been developed to eliminate the lack of
material size-effects in classical theories. In the classical
couple stress theory two separate material length scale
parameters exist and it is a very difficult task to experi-
mentally determine two micro-structural material length
scale parameters. Due to this problem, Yang et al. [8]
proposed the modified couple stress theory in which the
strain energy is proposed to be a quadratic function of
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the strain tensor and the symmetric part of the curvature
tensor, and only one length scale parameter is included.
In the other word, the modified couple stress theory con-
tains only one length scale parameter, which can capture
size effects at the micro scale.

Due to the wide application of micro structures, many
researchers performed non-classical theories to describe
mechanical behaviors of materials. When it comes to
micro-beam analysis, Park and Gao [9] developed a model
for bending of a Bernoulli-Euler beam by using a modi-
fied couple stress theory. The dynamic behaviors of sim-
ply supported Bernoulli-Euler beams were investigated
by Kong et al. [10] on the basis of the modified couple
stress theory. Bending of a functionally graded micro-
scale Timoshenko beam was studied by Simsek et al. [11].
They analytically solved governing equations of a sim-
ply supported micro-beam subjected to a point and uni-
formly distributed loads. Nateghi et al. [12] studied the
buckling analysis of functionally graded micro-beams by
considering classical, first and third order shear deforma-
tion beam theories. Akgoz and Civalek [13] investigated
free vibration analysis of an axially functionally graded
tapered Bernoulli-Euler micro-beam which was consid-
ered to be fixed at one end and free at the other edges.
Roque et al. [14] employed modified couple stress theory
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to study the bending of simply supported laminated com-
posite micro-beams subjected to transverse loads by using
meshless numerical method. Ke et al. [15] investigated
nonlinear free vibration of micro-beams made of func-
tionally graded materials using von Kármán geometric
nonlinearity.

As far as micro-plates analysis is concerned, Akgoz
and Civalek [16] studied free vibration analysis of single-
layered graphene sheets in an elastic matrix via modi-
fied couple stress theory. In addition, they presented an-
alytical solution for bending, buckling and vibration of
micro-sized plates resting on an elastic medium by em-
ploying Navier’s method [17]. The derivation of the gov-
erning equations of motion and corresponding bound-
ary conditions for geometrically nonlinear micro-plates
with arbitrary shapes based on the modified couple stress
theory was obtained by Asghari [18]. A general thin
plate theory including surface effects was proposed by Lu
et al. [19] for static and dynamic analyses of plate like
thin film structures. Lim and He [20] studied the size-
dependent geometrically nonlinear response of thin elas-
tic films with nano-scale thickness based on a continuum
approach. The film was assumed elastically isotropic, and
the Kirchhoff’s hypothesis was adopted to approximate
the kinetics relations. Jomehzadeh et al. [21] investigated
the vibration analysis of micro-plates based on the mod-
ified couple stress theory. Reddy and Kim [22] consid-
ered nonlinear modified couple stress theory based on the
third-order theory for functionally graded micro-plates.
Size-dependent model for free vibration and bending for
functionally graded Reddy plate was developed by Thai
and Kim [23]. They used modified couple stress theory to
capture small scale effects. Also, Thai and Choi [24] stud-
ied buckling and vibration responses of simply supported
micro-plates based on modified couple stress theory.

Also, some authors used nonlocal and strain gradient
theories to study the mechanical behaviour of nano struc-
tures. Free vibration analysis of microtubules was inves-
tigated by Civalek and Akgoz [25] based on the nonlocal
Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. Buckling analysis of biaxi-
ally compressed graphene sheets with nonlocal elasticity
theory was studied by Pradhan [26] based on the Levy-
type solution. Akgoz and Civalek [27] presented bending
analysis of micro-sized beams based on the modified strain
gradient and couple stress theories.

To the best of author knowledge, there is no work in
literature that investigates the effect of different bound-
ary conditions on the buckling behavior of micro-plates
analytically. In the present work, buckling analysis of mi-
cro plates subjected to uniaxial and biaxial loads is de-
veloped by considering small scale effect. A Levy solution
is employed to predict critical buckling loads for different
boundary conditions. The buckling loads are analytically
defined and the effects of boundary conditions on buckling
behaviors of micro-plates are studied for the first time. It
is found that the effect of small length scale on increasing
of stiffness is more considerable for micro-plates with free
boundary condition.
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Fig. 1. Geometry of a rectangular micro-plate.

2 The modified couple stress formulations

The linear theory of elasticity is based on the assump-
tion that only the symmetric strain tensor is responsible
for strain energy and stress in the body. This theory could
not display mechanical behavior of micro and nano struc-
tures since the skew-symmetric part of the displacement
gradient which represents a rigid body rotation of the
material elements is not considered. In the modified cou-
ple stress theory, the strain energy density includes both
strain and gradient of the rotation vector as [8]

U = 1/2
∫
V

(σijεij +mijχij)dV (1)

where σij , εij , mij and χij are the Cauchy stress, Green
strain, deviatoric part of couple stress and symmetric cur-
vature tensor respectively, which are defined as

σij = λεkkδij + 2μεij (2a)
εij = 1/2(ui,j + uj,i) (2b)

mij = 2μ l2 χij (2c)
χij = 1/2(θi,j + θj,i) (2d)

where λ and μ are the Lame’s coefficients and l is a length
scale parameter and mathematically is the square root of
the ratio of the modulus of curvature to the shear modu-
lus [8]. This length scale parameter is a material property
and contains the difference between classical and mod-
ified couple stress elasticity theories. This parameter is
small with respect to dimensions of the structure, and its
influence becomes important as dimensions of a body di-
minish to the order of the length scale parameter. The
parameter θi in equation (2d) is the rotation vector and
can be expressed in term of displacement vector as

θi = 1/2eijkuk,j (3)

where eijk is the permutation symbol.

3 Stability equations of micro-plates

Let us consider a rectangular micro-plate with dimen-
sion a× b and uniform thickness h (Fig. 1). The displace-
ment field of such plate is assumed to be

u1(x1, x2, x3) = u0(x1, x2) + x3ψ1(x1, x2) (4a)
u2(x1, x2, x3) = v0(x1, x2) + x3 ψ2(x1, x2) (4b)
u3(x1, x2, x3) = w(x1, x2) (4c)
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where u0, v0 and w are the displacement components of
the middle surface in x1, x2 and x3 directions, respec-
tively, ψ1 and ψ2 are considered as the rotation functions
of the middle surface and based on the Kirchhoff assump-
tion, they are defined as [28]

ψ1 = −w,1 (5a)
ψ2 = −w,2 (5b)

where subscript comma denotes derivation with respect
to independent variables. Under the assumption of large
deformation with Von-Karman assumption [29] the non-
linear strain components can be expressed as

ε11 = u0,1 − x3w,11 + w2
,1/2 (6a)

ε12 = ε21 = 1/2(u0,2 + v0,1 − 2x3w,12 + w,1w,2) (6b)

ε22 = v0,2 − x3w,22 + w2
,2/2 (6c)

In addition, the rotation and curvature components are
obtained as

θ1 = w, 2, θ2 = −w, 1, θ3 = (v0, 1 − u0, 2)/2 (7a)
χ11 = w,12, χ12 = χ21 = 1/2(w,22 − w,11) (7b)
χ13 = χ31 = 1/4(v0,11 − u0,12) (7c)
χ22 = −w,12, χ23 = χ32 = 1/4(v0,12 − u0,22), χ33 = 0

(7d)

The equilibrium equations and corresponding boundary
conditions can be obtained by using the theory of mini-
mum potential energy, i.e.

Π =

t∫
0

((δU + δΩ)) dt (8)

where U and Ω are the strain energy and potential en-
ergy of the transverse loads applied to the edges of the
micro-plate, respectively. Considering the couple stress ef-
fect, the strain energy involves both classical and couple
stresses terms as shown in equation (1). Expressing the
strain and symmetric curvature tensors in terms of dis-
placement components, the variation of the strain energy
density of the micro-plate can be obtained as

δU =
∫
V

[σ11(δu0,1 − x3δw,11 + w,1δw,1)

+ σ22(δv0,2 − x3δw,22 + w,2δw,2)
+ σ12(δu0,2 + δv0,1 − 2x3δw,12)]dV

+
∫
V

[(m11 −m22)δw,12 +m12(δw,22 − δw,11)

+m13(δv0,11−δu0,12)/2+m23(δv0,12−δu0,22)/2]dV
(9)

also, the work done by transverse forces can be ex-
pressed as

δΩ = −
∫
A

pδwdA (10)

Introducing the equations (9) and (10) into the theory of
minimum potential energy, the equilibrium equations for
a micro-plate can be obtained as

N11,1 +N12,2 + 1/2Y13,12 + 1/2Y23,22 = 0 (11a)
N12,1 +N22,2 − 1/2Y13,11 − 1/2Y23,12 = 0 (11b)
M11,11 + 2M12,12 +M22,22 − Y11,12 − Y12,22

+ Y12,11 + Y22,12 +Nxw,11 +Nyw,22 = 0 (11c)

whereNx andNy are lateral forces in x1 and x2 directions,
respectively.

In addition, the corresponding boundary condi-
tions are

δu = 0 or (N11 + 1/4Y13,2)n1

+ (N12 + 1/4Y13,1 + 1/2Y23,2)n2 = 0 (12a)
δu,1 = 0 or (−1/4Y13)n2 = 0 (12b)
δu,2 = 0 or (−1/4Y13)n1 + (−1/2Y23)n2 = 0

(12c)
δv = 0 or (N12 − 1/2Y13,1 − 1/4Y23,2)n1

+ (N22 − 1/4Y23,1)n2 = 0 (12d)
δv,1 = 0 or ( 1/2Y13)n1 + (1/4Y23)n2 = 0 (12e)
δv,2 = 0 or (1/4Y23)n1 = 0 (12f)
δw = 0 or (M11,1 +M12,2 − 1/2Y11,2 + Y12,1

+ 1/2Y22,2)n1 + (M12,1 +M22,2 − 1/2Y11,1

− Y12,2 + 1/2Y22,1)n2 = 0 (12g)
δw,1 = 0 or (−M11 − Y12)n1

+ (−M12 + 1/2Y11 − 1/2Y22)n2 = 0 (12h)
δw,2 = 0 or (−M12 + 1/2Y11 − 1/2Y22)n1

+ (−M22 + Y12)n2 = 0 (12i)

Also, resultant parameters (Nij , Mij , Yij) can be defined
by integrating corresponding stresses along the thickness
as follows

Nij =
∫ h/2

−h/2

σijdx3 (13a)

Mij =
∫ h/2

−h/2

σijx3dx3 (13b)

Yij =
∫ h/2

−h/2

mijdx3 (13c)

By the above equations, the resultant parameters can
be easily defined in terms of displacement components.
By substituting the results into the equilibrium equa-
tions (11), the governing equations can be determined.
Using adjacent-equilibrium criteria [30], the governing
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stability equations of micro-plate are obtained as

Eh

(1 − ν2)

{
u0,11 +

1 − ν

2
u0,22 +

1 + ν

2
v0,12

+
l2(1 − ν)

8
(v0,1112 + v0,1222 − u0,1122 − u0,2222)

}
= 0

(14a)
Eh

(1 − ν2)

{
v0,22 +

1 − ν

2
v0,11 +

1 + ν

2
u0,12

+
l2(1 − ν)

8
(u0,1112 + u0,1222 − v0,1122 − v0,1111)

}
= 0

(14b)

− (D + μhl2)(w,1111 + 2w,1122 + w,2222)
+Nxw,11 +Nyw,22 = 0

(14c)

where E and ν are the Young modulus and Poisson ratio
of the micro-plate and D is the classical flexural stiffness
as Eh3/12(1 − ν2). Unlike the classical Kirchhoff plate
theory, it can be seen that the current model based on the
modified couple stress theory contains a material length
scale parameter l, which can capture the size effect. Also it
can be concluded that due to presence of material length
scale parameter, the stiffness of the micro-plate model
(D+μhl2) is more than the stiffness of classical plate (D).

4 Buckling analysis

For symmetrically and homogeneous micro-plates, the
first two stability equations (14a) and (14b) are uncoupled
from the last stability equation. Therefore, for buckling
analysis only the third equilibrium equation is needed to
be considered. We consider a micro-plate that is only sim-
ply supported at two opposite edges x1 = 0 and x1 = a
with the following boundary conditions:

w(0, x2) = 0, M11(0, x2) + Y12(0, x2) = 0 (15a)
w(a, x2) = 0, M11(a, x2) + Y12(a, x2) = 0 (15b)

It is considered that the micro-plates can have three dif-
ferent boundary conditions along the other edges: simply,
clamp or free. Based on the Levy solution, the transverse
displacement function is assumed as

w(x1, x2) =
∞∑

m=1

wm(x2) sin(mπx1/a) (16)

wherem is the number of half waves in x1 direction. It can
be easily found that the following series solution exactly
satisfies the simply supported boundary conditions (15) in
x1 direction. By substituting relation (16) into the third
governing stability equation (14c), an ordinary partial dif-
ferential equation in term of transverse deflection can be

obtained. Solving the resulting differential equation yields

wm(x2) = C1 sinh

(√
−B +

√
B2 − 4AC

2A
x2

)

+ C2 cosh

(√
−B +

√
B2 − 4AC

2A
x2

)

+ C3 sinh

(√
−B −√

B2 − 4AC
2A

x2

)

+ C4 cosh

(√
−B −√

B2 − 4AC
2A

x2

)
(17)

where the parameters A, B and C are defined in terms of
physical properties of the micro-plate and lateral forces as

A = −D − μhl2

B = 2(D + μhl2)β2
m −Ny

C = −(D + μhl2)β4
m +Nxβ

2
m (18)

This solution is valid for B2 − 4AC > 0. However, in the
case of B2 − 4AC < 0, the solution is in the following
form

wm(x) = C1 cosh(sy) cos(ty) + C2 sinh(sy) sin(ty)
+ C3 sinh(sy) cos(ty) + C4 cosh(sy) sin(ty)

(19)

where s and t are real and imaginary part of (−B −√
B2 − 4AC)/2A, respectively.
To determine the critical buckling loads, the arbitrary

boundary conditions along the other edges at x2 = 0 and
x2 = b should be imposed. The conditions can be writ-
ten as

Simply supported (S) : w = −M22 + Y12 = 0 (20a)

Clamped (C) : w = w,2 = 0 (20b)

Free (F) : −M22 + Y12 = M22,2 + 2M12,1 − Y11,1

− Y12,2 + Y22,1 −Nxw,2 = 0 (20c)

It can be seen that only the clamped boundary condition
does not explicitly depend on the small scale effects. The
critical buckling load of the micro-plate can be evaluated
by applying these conditions and setting the determinant
of the fourth order coefficient matrix equal to zero.

5 Numerical results and discussion

In order to find accuracy of the present formula-
tions, a comparison has been carried out with critical
buckling loads of classical rectangular plates (l = 0).
Non-dimensional buckling forces P̄ = Na2/D for biax-
ial case(N = Nx = Ny) are compared with Yu and
Wang [31] in Table 1. It can be found that the present
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Table 1. Comparison of the non-dimensional biaxial buckling load P̄ of classical plates (l = 0, v = 0.3).

a/b
SSSS SSCC SSFF

Ref. [31] Present Ref. [31] Present Ref. [31] Present
5 256.61 256.6097 927.99 927.4107 8.994 8.9953
2 49.35 49.3480 150.99 150.9919 9.060 9.0583
1 19.74 19.7392 37.80 37.7996 9.199 9.2005

0.5 12.33 12.3370 14.62 14.6174 9.400 9.4007
0.1 9.967 9.9683 9.979 9.9821 9.629 9.6264

Table 2. Accurate uniaxial buckling loads of micro-plates in x1 direction.

Boundary a/b l/h = 0 l/h = 0.5 l/h = 1 l/h = 5
conditions

SSSS

0.5 23.3590 45.0828 110.2544 2195.7447
1 14.9497 28.8530 70.5628 1405.2766

1.5 16.2215(2) 31.3075(2) 76.5656(2) 1524.8227(2)

SSSC

0.5 25.6132 49.4334 120.8941 2407.6377
1 21.4537 41.4056 101.2613 2016.6450

1.5 20.2988(2) 39.1766(2) 95.8101(2) 1908.0833(2)

SSCC

0.5 28.7456 55.4792 135.6797 2702.0953
1 28.7456(2) 55.4792(2) 135.6797(2) 2702.0953(2)

1.5 26.5953(2) 51.3290(2) 125.5300(2) 2499.9625(2)

SSSF

0.5 15.8900 33.7868 88.4911 1834.4649
1 5.0021 11.3854 31.5905 683.4221

1.5 3.0016 7.1044 20.1494 442.5192

SSFF

0.5 14.2412 30.2842 79.9501 1670.7807
1 3.4347 7.8790 22.5457 498.6528

1.5 1.4894 3.6144 10.8576 248.7279

SSCF

0.5 16.2413 34.8605 92.0960 1921.1542
1 5.8551 13.5059 37.7515 821.0607

1.5 4.5118 10.5527 29.5299 642.8876

results are in good agreement with the available results
in the literature.

The critical buckling loads of micro-plates are pre-
sented in Tables 2−4 for different boundary conditions,
several length scale ratios and various dimensions. The
boundary conditions are identified according to the con-
ditions along the x1 and x2 directions (e.g. SSCF de-
notes two edges simply supported along the x1 edges
and Clamped and Free edges along the x2 edges). In this
model, material properties of the micro-plate are consid-
ered as ν = 0.38 and E = 1.44 GPa. Also, the num-
ber in parenthesis indicates the number of buckling mode
shapes. It can be seen that for all values of length scale
parameters, the critical buckling load increases as length
scale ratio increases and for some boundary conditions in
specific aspect ratios, the critical buckling load occurs in
second mode. In case of uniaxial buckling load for a micro
plate with all edges simply supported, it can be seen that
when the in-plane load is in x direction, the unity aspect
ratio is a turning point. In the other words, the buck-
ling load decreases for aspect ratios up to unity and after
that it increases. The most striking feature is the effect
of boundary conditions on the critical buckling loads of
micro-plates. Length scale parameter appears in bound-
ary conditions of free and simply supported edges and
this causes micro-plate became more stiff as the length
scale parameter increases. This effect is more evident for

case free since its boundary conditions are more reliant
on length scale parameter compared to other boundary
conditions.

The effect of length scale, also, on higher buckling
modes can be studied. The values of buckling loads are
presented for different modes in Table 5. It can be seen
that the length scale effect is more significant for higher
buckling modes.

In order to demonstrate the effect of length scale pa-
rameter on buckling behavior of micro-plates, the critical
biaxial buckling loads of square micro-plates are depicted
in Figure 2 for three boundary conditions along x2 direc-
tion with a = b = 50h. Different values for material length
scale parameter are considered in these figures. It can be
seen how the fundamental buckling loads predicted by the
modified couple stress models change with thickness of
the micro-plate for different boundary conditions. For all
boundary conditions, significant effects due to the length
scale parameter can be observed. It can be seen that the
fundamental buckling loads predicted by the new model
are higher than those predicted by the classical Kirchhoff
plate theory especially in low values of h. This is due
to the increased stiffness predicts by the present model.
Also, it can be found that the difference in buckling loads
between classical and present model is more significant
when the thickness of the micro-plate is small with re-
spect to the length scale parameter, while it is decreasing
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Table 3. Accurate uniaxial buckling loads of micro-plates in x2 direction.

Boundary a/b l/h = 0 l/h = 0.5 l/h = 1 l/h = 5
conditions

SSSS

0.5 59.7999 115.4121 282.2513 5621.1025

1 14.9497 28.8530 70.5628 1405.2766

1.5 6.6443 12.8236 31.3613 624.5674

SSSC

0.5 63.3374 122.2412 298.9526 5953.7179

1 18.1159 34.9637 85.5071 1702.8964

1.5 11.5677 22.3256 54.5995 1087.3638

SSCC

0.5 72.4637 139.8549 342.0285 6811.5855

1 25.2022 48.6403 118.9546 2369.0118

1.5 18.8246 36.3316 88.8523 1769.5169

SSSF

0.5 31.3260 80.8609 245.1127 5592.4818

1 7.9997 20.8500 62.7500 1398.3386

1.5 3,4437 9.4934 31.3612 624.5674

SSFF

0.5 30.7333 78.4480 235.8013 5545.6189

1 6.8337 18.0664 56.4648 1385.3091

1.5 2.5465 6.5043 19.0312 426.1901

SSCF

0.5 31.3327 80.8321 245.0286 5621.1065

1 8.0498 21.3049 66.9430 1405.2766

1.5 3.6241 9.3367 28.4593 624.5674

Table 4. Accurate biaxial buckling loads of micro-plates.

Boundary a/b l/h = 0 l/h = 0.5 l/h = 1 l/h = 5
conditions

SSSS

0.5 18.6872 36.0663 88.2035 1756.5958

1 7.4749 14.4265 35.2814 702.6383

1.5 5.3985 10.4191 25.4810 507.4610

SSSC

0.5 20.0509 38.6982 94.6403 1884.7862

1 9.9517 19.2067 46.9718 935.4559

1.5 8.4739 16.3547 39.9970 796.5509

SSCC

0.5 22.1414 42.7329 104.5075 2081.2934

1 14.3140 27.6261 67.5622 1345.5175

1.5 14.0811 27.1765 66.4628 1323.6231

SSSF

0.5 14.0628 32.6155 86.0757 1755.0007

1 3.6634 9.1654 27.8868 677.4980

1.5 1.7141 4.3603 13.2355 309.4420

SSFF

0.5 13.6170 31.2646 84.3756 1753.4065

1 3.3044 8.2525 25.9833 666.9084

1.5 1.4477 3.7441 12.2161 307.7936

SSCF

0.5 21.2694 33.4978 91.1971 1883.8700

1 3.9299 10.0088 31.0033 794.9042

1.5 2.1520 5.3982 16.0489 367.7794

or even diminishing with increasing of the thickness. This
reveals that the size effect is considerable only when the
plate thickness is as small as the material length scale
parameter.

The critical buckling load is depicted for two values
of length scale parameters in Figure 3. It can be seen
that the variation of buckling load with respect to the
thickness is linear for classical theory (l = 0). However, for
couple stress theory, this variation is completely nonlinear
and it has a descending behavior.

Table 5. Higher uniaxial buckling loads of SSCC micro-plates
in x2 direction.

Mode no. l/h = 0 l/h = 0.5 l/h = 1 l/h = 5
1 52.2022 48.6403 118.9546 2369.0118
2 38.8188 74.9203 183.2248 3648.9694
3 67.9931 131.2266 320.9272 9224.3136
4 98.1400 189.3928 463.1783 13 379.8073

In order to obtain the effect of boundary condi-
tions on buckling behavior of micro-plates, the critical
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Fig. 2. Variation of critical biaxial buckling loads versus the
thickness of the micro-plate (a) SSCC, (b) SSSS, (c) SSFF.

buckling load is shown in Figure 4 for different boundary
conditions. It can be concluded the critical buckling load
decreases with increasing of thickness for its lower values.
For higher values for thickness, the ascending behavior is
seen for some boundary conditions.
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Fig. 3. Variation of critical buckling load of SSFF
mirco-plates.
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Fig. 4. Variation of critical biaxial buckling load for different
boundary conditions of micro-plates (l = 5 µm).

6 Conclusion

A Levy solution has been presented for buckling anal-
ysis of micro-plates based on the modified couple stress
theory. This model contains only one additional mate-
rial constant and can explain the size effect of micro-
structures. Using the theory of minimum potential energy
and adjacent equilibrium criteria, the stability equations
have been obtained for thin micro-plates. The govern-
ing stability equation has been solved for a homogeneous
isotropic micro-plate with two opposite edges simply sup-
ported and arbitrary boundary conditions along the other
edges. The buckling loads have been presented for a wide
range of length scale parameters, different boundary con-
ditions and some thickness ratios. It was found that a be-
havior more complex than classical plate model emerges.
It has been concluded that the critical buckling loads pre-
dicted by the new model are higher than those predicted
by the classical Kirchhoff plate theory. The effects of
boundary conditions on the buckling of micro-plates have
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been clearly explained and it was found that small scale
effect is more significant for free boundary conditions.
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